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No Question/Answer Question Date

Q1 Question: As-Built Drawings

Are as-built drawings available for FRHS? If so, can you please provide them?

Answer: The CAD file containing the applicable rooms has been included as an additional document to

this Q&A document.

05/13/2019

Q2 Question: Pre Bid Sign In

Can the pre-bid sign in sheet from the walk through on 5/14/19 please be provided?

Answer: Yes, the pre-bid sign in sheet from the 5/14/19 walk through has been included as an

additional document to the Q&A document.

05/14/2019

Q3 Question: Specs for Polished Concrete

Does the District have specifications for polished concrete?

Answer: Yes, the District's specifications for polished concrete are provided as an additional document

to the Q&A document.

05/15/2019

Q4 Question: Floor Re-striping

Does the floor in the main shop room need to be re-striped by the awarded contractor?

Answer: No.  The District will be responsible for re-striping the floor once the equipment is placed in its

permanent location.

05/15/2019

Q5 Question: Paint in Room 215

In room 215 (classroom), does the wall need to be painted and sealed only up to the grid?

Answer: Yes, the wall in room 215 only needs to be painted and sealed up to the grid.  The wall above

the grid only requires wipe down.

05/15/2019

Q6 Question: CNC Machine

Does the CNC Machine need to be moved so the flooring under the machine can be cleaned and

polished?  If so, who is responsible for moving the machine?

Answer: Yes, the CNC machine will need to be moved.  The awarded contractor will be responsible for

moving this machine so the floor can be finished underneath and also for placing the machine back

once the floor has been finished.

05/15/2019

Q7 Question: Duct Work Cleaning

Does the duct work in room 217 (main shop room) need to be cleaned?

Answer: Yes, the duct work in room 217 needs to be cleaned.

05/15/2019
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Q8 Question: Work Hours

What will be the standard work hours for this project?

Answer: Standard work hours for this project will be Monday through Friday, 7:00am - 4:00pm (MST),

excluding holidays, unless otherwise coordinated and approved by the District's Project Manager.

05/15/2019

Q9 Question: Conex Storage Unit

Can the awarded contractor provide a Conex unit to store the shop equipment while the concrete floor

is being cleaned and polished?

Answer: Yes.  If the awarded contractor elects to provide a Conex unit for storage of the shop

equipment, the awarded contractor will be responsible for the associated costs of the unit.  The

awarded contractor will need to coordinate the delivery and placement of the Conex unit with the

District's project manager.

05/15/2019
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